
COFFEE-HOUR UPDATE
In effort to encourage more participation for sponsoring coffee hours, 
effective the first Sunday in March we are implementing the following 
changes to the coffee hour sign-up:

BIG CHANGE #1: FRESH-FOOD SIGN-UP NOW INCLUDES 
COFFEE-HOUR SPONSORS ACCORDING TO LAST NAMES:

● Each Sunday, Coffee-Hr is to be sponsored in a rotation according to 
the first letters of last names.  

● In the event we are aware in advance of a specific Sunday which has 
been historically sponsored by a specific group (ie, the men of St 
Philip sponsor Coffee Hr on Mother’s Day) or it is a Feast Day we 
would like to open up to the entire parish to sponsor (ie, Palm 
Sunday) this has been built into the schedule.

● In the event, for whatever reason (name day, birthday, donation 
luncheon, etc) someone who like to sponsor a coffee hr, they are 
encouraged to do so and to sign up in place of those assigned by last 
name.  The previously assigned people for that day get a break and 
will not be required to sponsor that day.

BIG CHANGE #2: FOOD CATEGORIES ASSIGNED FOR EACH WEEK:
Instead of having food categories for just lent and the first or second Sunday 
of the month (Bagel Sunday), we are implementing food categories for each 
Sunday which will repeat on a monthly cycle, in accordance with any fasting 
periods .In addition to dessert and fruit/veggies slots, which are consistent 
throughout the schedule, the weekly food-category for each Sunday of the 
month are as follows:

1st & 5th Sun’s of the month: Bagel/Donut Sunday
Each slot is for 1 dozen bagels.  Bagels should be sliced into halves. 

2nd Sun of the month: Baked Potato Bar
Each slot is for 20lb of WASHED russet potatoes or toppings of your 
choice.  

3rd Sun of the month: Soup & Sandwiches  
Each slot is for 15 to 20 mini sandwiches or servings of soup of your 
choice.

4th Sun of the month: Tomato/Spinach Pie or Pizza
Each slot is for one full tray of tomato or spinach pie or 2 large pizzas. 
All trays/pies should be double-cut.
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COFFEE-HOUR UPDATE
The updated sign-up is posted.  Everyone is encouraged to mark their calendars for 
their Sundays assigned by the first letters of their last names which are as follows:

A-Ca
3/5 - BAGELS
7/2 - BAGELS
8/20 - SOUP/SANDWICH
10/8 - POTATO BAR
11/26 - TOM/SPIN PIE

Ch-Ge
3/19 - SOUP/SANDWICH
7/9 - POTATO BAR
8/27 - TOM/SPIN PIE / PIZZA
10/15 - SOUP/SANDWICH
12/3- BAGELS

Gi-I
3/26 - TOM/SPIN PIE
7/16 - SOUP/SANDWICH
9/3 - BAGELS
10/22 - TOM/SPIN PIE / PIZZA
12/10 - POTATO BAR

J-K
5/7 - BAGELS
7/23 - TOM/SPIN PIE / PIZZA
9/10 - POTATO BAR
10/29 - BAGELS
12/17 - SOUP/SANDWICH

SOME REMINDERS….
●  When providing food, it is very important to try and deliver your food at least 

15 minutes prior to divine liturgy. 
● The Coffee-Hour Team is available for helping with setting up, serving and 

cleaning up (this isn’t changing).  The goal isn’t to add additional work for 
sponsors, but to encourage accountability for everyone to sponsor and 
provide food and drink for their scheduled days.

 Everyone is encouraged to sign up or contribute as they are able and thank you 
for your generosity!

Please contact Kendra M with any questions or concerns.

L-Mo
5/14 - POTATO BAR
7/30 - BAGELS
9/17 - SOUP/SANDWICH
11/5 - BAGELS
12/24 - TOM/SPIN PIE

Mu-S
6/11 - POTATO BAR
8/6 - BAGELS
9/24 - TOM/SPIN PIE / PIZZA
11/12 - POTATOES
12/31 - BAGELS

T-Z
6/25 - TOM/SPIN PIE
8/13 - POTATO BAR
10/1- BAGELS
11/19 - SOUP/SANDWICH
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